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Small particles are subject to radiation pressure
I Radiation pressure follows inverse square law








Meteoroids can be ejected directly onto escape trajectories
v2esc = µ(1− β)
2
q
I For β ≥ 1, there are no bound orbits
I For β < 1, vesc is reduced




Burns, Lamy, & Soter (1979)
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Ejection speed can give meteoroids a boost
I Meteoroids ejected in the direction of the comet’s motion get
a boost; trailing particles the opposite.




(Whipple, 1951; Jones, 1995; etc.)
I The value of β above which particles are unbound






− atan2(vesc , v0)
βL = sin
2 y
I A similar equation exists for trailing particles
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Calculating β
I The only thing left to do is calculate β:
β = 5.7× 10−4 kg m−2 × (Qpr/ρs)
I Geometric optics: Qpr = 1
I But there are some complications ...
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What about small particles?






















What about small particles?
I ∆v has no analytic form, but is very close to:
∆v ' vgas,0
(





Ugly, but easy to code up.
I Calculating β is another matter.
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Calculating β for small particles and real materials
β = 5.7× 10−4 kg m−2 × (Qpr/ρs)
I Geometric optics: Qpr = 1
I “Ideal material”: Qpr = 1 for λ < 2pis, 0 otherwise
I Real materials: Calculate Qpr using Mie theory
(Python code available from Navarro & Werts, 2012)
Calculating β for real materials







Ideal Material (ρ = 1450 kg m−3)
Tholin (ρ = 1450 kg m−3)
I I’ll compare the “ideal material” case with one real material
I Tholins are a reddish brown polymer found on icy bodies
Perseids





















Forbidden mass ranges for 10 major showers





























I Small meteoroids originating from eccentric comets may be on
unbound orbits. We’ve extended this to handle the ejection
velocity imparted by the sublimation process:
I Analytic solution for β limit for large particles
I Semi-numerical solution for ∆v (and thus β limit)
for all particles
I New ∆v equation also useful for stream modeling
I We’ve calculated β for small particles/real materials.
I Ideal material: very small particles may remain in stream
I Tholins: small particles do not remain in stream
I Large comets: some small particles can still be ejected
I Eccentric comets: excluded range can be large:
no Lyrids smaller than 4× 10−7 g
